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ABSTRACTAgent theories have developed onepts and methodologiesthat an be applied for having a better understanding ofreasoning about obligations. This work proposes an agent-based framework for modeling obligations and norms: agentsare able to deal with norms and to deide autonomouslywhether to respet them or not. The key idea is that the ad-dressee of the norm expliitly models the agent who watheson the norms and who an santion him.
1. INTRODUCTIONThe onepts of norm and obligation have ahieved a re-newed interest for their importane in multi-agent systems[19℄, [17℄. In turn, the oneptual tools developed by agenttheories may be useful for a better understanding of the on-epts of norms and obligations. However, there seems to besome missing points about norms whih have to be analysedin greater depth and that an reeive a meaningful expla-nation inside a multi-agent framework. What is needed isa framework where the omponents of the distributed sys-tem are deliberate normative agents ([14℄): that is, agentswhih have an expliit representation of norms and an rea-son about whether aepting and ful�lling them.We propose an agent framework for reasoning about obli-gations and norms in whih these onepts does not have adistint ontologial status, but are stritly integrated withgoals and intentions: in this way, the sophistiated modelsdeveloped for agents an be exploited for modeling deon-ti reasoning and, at the same time, agent models an beendowed with normative onepts.In priniple, an obligation is something an agent is obligedto do. In other words, given an initial situation, in anyourse of events produed by the agent hosen ation(s) theobligation must be ful�lled. However, this need not be themost rational way for an agent to at. There an be situa-tions where di�erent obligations ontrast with eah other, or

situations where an obligation annot be reoniled with theagent's personal desires or goals. In these ases, the agentmust evaluate the situation arefully and must deide if theobligation (or, whih obligation) must be pursued, and inwhih way.Our attention is not devoted to moral assertions as \thereshould be no war" or \you should not kill" or to tehnialassertions as \in order to print a �le, you should use the `lpr'ommand".1 Our proposal is direted towards those obliga-tions whih are personal (i.e., they onern ertain individ-uals), and whih are issued by some entity whih santionswho violates some norm.This assumption restrits the sope of the paper. But it anbe notied that the basi approah is only partially a�etedby this limitations. Also for moral norms, it holds that anagent breaking the norm an reah a state of negative de-sirability: perhaps not beause of a re-ation of a normativeagent, but beause it enters a negative mood (e.g. shameor fear), or beause the entire ommunity he lives withinomes to play the role of the normative agent, making himan outast.The main aspets of norms whih we onsider in this paperare:� the santion waiting an agent who has violated thenorm and the way it is applied,� when it is rational for him to violate the norm,� how he an do so reduing the probability of undergo-ing the santion.In partiular, we fous our attention on the fat that a norminvolves at least two individuals, both of whih have to bemodeled as (intelligent deliberative) agents: the bearer of theobligation, who must respet the norm, and the normativeagent (an authority, in formal situations), whih has posedthe obligation, wants that the bearers of the norm ful�lls it,and (possibly) will santion the violators.21Sometimes, works on deonti logi use the notion of obli-gation for modeling both kinds of assertions.2In [17℄'s terminology, we mostly onsider situations wherethe sovereign (the agent who issued the norm) is a defendertoo (i.e., the agent who wathes over the norm).



While \it is generally aknowledged that norms and norma-tive ation emphasize autonomy on the side of deision"3,no attention has been devoted to the fat that norms andobligation are enfored by the normative agent, who is anautonomous ator, too.Up to now, the enter of attention has been only the bearerof the norm. The remarkable exeption [19℄ expliitly dealswith santion, but does not model the agent who is in hargeof monitoring violations and applying the santion.In this work we will show the advantages of modeling as anagent also the ounterpart of the bearer of the obligation.The �rst onsequene of this approah is that the bearer ofthe obligation has to onsider expliitly the disadvantage offaing the santion when he onsiders whether to ful�ll theobligation. However, the santion is not a granted exoge-nous event, but it is the result of an ativity of the norma-tive agent. He has the goal of heking the ful�llment ofthe norm and has a plan for doing so and eventually posingthe santion. But he also has other goals, preferenes andobligations as any other agent.The bearer of the obligation has to take into aount allthese fats when he onsiders the advantage of ful�lling ornot the obligation: i.e. he has to model (reursively) alsothe normative agent as an agent.Using reursive modeling of agents is a trend in agent the-ories whih is developing in the last years [22℄, [28℄, [35℄and [5℄: these approahes are motivated by the fat thatevery ation of an agent has an impat on the hoies ofother agents who an reat to it. If the agent has enoughinformation about the state of the other agents (i.e., theirbeliefs, goals, obligations, preferenes and available plans),he an try to predit what they will do depending on whathe deides to do. When this is possible, the agent has theopportunity to evaluate the goodness of his ation not onlyfrom a loal point of view, but from a state whih inludesthe onsequenes due to the behavior of other agents. Inpartiular, this form of reasoning has been proven useful inases of ooperation among agents as in [23℄, [5℄ and [4℄.On the other hand, the reursive modeling of the normativeagent opens the way to another opportunity for the bearerbesides a better evaluation of the resulting �nal state. Thebearer agent an reason about how the normative agent will(deide to) hek the ful�llment and will apply the santionif he disovers a violation. This knowledge an allow anagent to predit when the normative agent possibly fails tobeome aware of a violation and how to indue him to thisfailure by means of some ation.Probably, many agent designers would think that the abilityto deeive is not a desirable feature of agents, but, as also [17℄states, there are some possible situations where this form ofreasoning is useful; at least, for making agents aware aboutthe possibility that rogue agents exploit them. In general,we laim that an agent is able to understand the behaviorof another agent just in ase he is able to build a model ofhis behavior in terms of possible plans and goals. So, no de-eiving behavior an be understood (i.e. reognized) unlessthe agent has some knowledge about deeiving: any 'hon-est' normative agent needs some knowledge about dishonest3[17℄, p.100.

behavior if it is deemed to detet suh a behavior. More-over, as we will see, eluding the santion is only one of thepossible alternatives for agents who have to �nd a trade o�among di�erent fators ranging from their (material) utilityand osts to soial goals (as being sinere with other agents).The struture of this paper is the following: �rst a refer-ene example senario is presented and disussed; in Setion3.1, the agent model is desribed and a formal de�nition ofnorm is presented in Setion 3.2; then, we disuss how theagent model must be modi�ed for dealing with obligationsby means of reursive modeling. Finally, in Setion 4, thedi�erent fators involved in the deision to ful�ll an obli-gation are examined. Disussion, omparison with relatedwork and onlusions end the paper.
2. A SAMPLE SCENARIOAs an example of obligation onsider the assertion takenfrom a all for paper \authors should not submit their pa-per to other onferenes". This norm is personal (we are theagents obliged not to send this paper to other onferenes),the SmartAgents2000 program ommittee is the institutionwho issued the norm and the possible santion is the re-jetion of the paper by the SmartAgents2000 PC (and theless measurable, but still relevant, shame on the authors).The obligation has been posed for assuring the outstand-ing quality of the workshop for the onveniene of all thepartiipants.The author agent (assume one for simpliity) has the goalof having as muh publiations as possible (for obvious aa-demi purposes); however, he (urrently) has just one ar-tile to submit: to overome this shortoming, he has thepossibility to send the same paper to two prestigious on-ferenes: SmartAgents2000 and DummyAgents2000. Sinehe has read the SmartAgents2000 all for papers, he knowsthat there is a norm onerning multiple submissions: mul-tiple submissions are not infrequent in his sienti� om-munity, so, for a realisti senario, the norm should (!) notbe automatially aepted by the agent (otherwise, we ouldnot model the less virtuous agents who populate onfereneswith loned papers).On the other hand, the santion is not automatially appliedwhen the author submits the paper: the SmartAgents2000program ommittee (the other agent involved in the exam-ple) has to exeute some `sensing' ations for heking ifauthors have respeted the norm. If he disovers a dupli-ated paper, he will apply the santion by exeuting the`rejetion' ation.If the author sends the paper to both onferenes and heis disovered, the SmartAgents2000 program ommittee re-jets the paper: besides not ahieving the advantage of hav-ing a further publiation, he also inurs in the shame of theprestigious olleagues belonging to the program ommittee.Therefore, the agent has to ompare the alternatives of send-ing the paper to a single onferene or to both, being awareof the possible reations of the program ommittee.



3. THE DEFINITION OF OBLIGATIONThe desription of the above simple normative situation al-lows us to highlight the similarities with other problemstreated by agent theories; in partiular, this example ouldbe explained in terms of multi-agent interation. We be-lieve that what is relevant for the agent reasoning is whenand how the santion is applied and not only whih is theideal situation. Therefore, it is neessary a model where theplayers interat and reason about eah others' behaviors.In brief, we have an agent (the normative one) who hasthe power4 to aept or rejet papers and has the goal thatthe papers he reeives are not already submitted; in doingso, she deides to exeute and exeutes a plan omposed ofheking and aepting/rejeting submissions.5Seond, there is another agent (the bearer of the obligation)who has the goal of submitting his paper to one or moreonferenes and who knows the goal of the program om-mittee agent to aept only paper not published elsewhereand to rejet the others: he has read the norm on the allfor papers and now he has an internal representation of it.Generalizing this example, we have that an obligation holdswhen there is an agent A who has a goal G that another(or more than one) agent B satisfy it and who, in ase theagent B has not adopted the goal G, has to deide whetherto perform an ation At whih (negatively) a�ets someaspet of the world whih (presumably) interests B. Bothagents know these fats.Di�erently from what appears at �rst sight, this de�nitionovers not only `institutional' ases, but also other situationslike obligations in dialog (see [31℄ and [6℄) whih share theharateristi that new goals are aquired as a onsequeneof soial inputs. Moreover, also inner rewards and punish-ments deriving from moral obligations an be onsidered.We will disuss this topi in more depth in Setion 5.This de�nition allows BDI (Beliefs, Desires and Intentions)agents to deal with obligations sine they are able to manageintentions, to take into aount the goals of other agents andtheir behavior, to devise plans for satisfying goals, and toompare the alternative plans aording to their preferenes.Some more words must be devoted to these di�erent apa-bilities.First of all, taking into aount the goals of the other agentsis, aording to [13℄, one of the key apabilities for an agentto be soial: soial agents must be able to onsider the goalsof other agents and to have attitudes towards those goals,that is, to adopt those goals (i.e., \having a state of a�airs as4Even if we do not disuss these topis here, other features,beside power, should pertain to the normative agent, other-wise the de�nition risks to be undistinguishable from that ofoerion (as [17℄ notie). For example, the normative agentshould only pose norms whih do not provide him with anypersonal advantage or that inrease the overall utility of thesoiety.5We disregard the e�et of the quality of the paper on theaeptane proess.

a goal beause another agent has the same state as a goal");moreover, goal adoption is at the basis of the de�nition ofooperation among agents in [5℄ and [4℄, and of dialogialinteration in [2℄.It must be noted that the satisfation of a goal adopted fromanother agent A is not per se advantageous for an agent B.However, an adopted goal an be instrumental for B.In the same way, an agent has normally a number of (pri-vate) goals whih are only instrumental to other goals whihappear among his preferenes; the satisfation of these goalsis not by itself advantageous for the agent; onsider the stan-dard situation of adopting a subgoal for ahieving the pre-ondition of an ation whih satis�es the main goals of theagent.The role of goals is to diret the planning proess, but thefat that a goal is provided as an input to the planner doesnot assure that a plan for ahieving it will beome an in-tention of the agent: the andidate plans produed by theplanning proess are seleted on the basis of the agent'spreferenes. In a similar way, the goals of other agents anbe adopted (i.e., given as input to the planning proess)not only beause the agent has a preferene towards them:there are also other external soures of goals like norms andobligations, requests by other agents or the need to providehelp during ooperation, whih an lead an agent to adoptanother agent's goals.In ase of obligations, the normative agent A wants thatthe bearer of the obligation adopt the goal G onerning theobligation. Moreover, the bearer B knows the reation ofagent A if he does not adopt G; the resulting state an beless useful for B, so the goal G is really an instrumental goalfor B (if he wants to preserve the urrent state of a�airs).Seond, the agent must be able to foresee the reation of thenormative agent (both) in ase he ful�lls the obligation andin ase he doesn't. This ability of antiipatory oordinationis another fundamental feature of soial agents, aording to[13℄. In the �eld of BDI agents there are already some pro-posals for this form of reasoning. [28℄ introdued the notionof \antiipation feedbak loop", [22℄ the \reursive model-ing" of agents and [5℄ a planning framework for antiipatoryoordination.Note that this form of reasoning is borrowed from the �eldof Game Theory; however, for what onerns the treatmentof obligations, we do not resort to what has been disussedabout norms and obligations in Game Theory. In fat, as no-tied by [17℄, the proposals oming from Game Theory seemto forget the role of santions in the normative reasoning.Moreover, sine we would like to let the agent free not toful�ll an obligation, we need some mehanism for enablinghim to hoose among the various alternatives. As in all theproposals mentioned above, we exploit the notion of utilitydeveloped in Deision Theory in order to hoose the bestalternative of the agent (depending on the reation of thepartner). Utility is the formalization of the notion of pref-erene of persons: therefore, it is possible to express thefat that the reation of the normative agent leads to a less



preferred state for the agent together with the fat that theagent ahieves some utility by satisfying his own goals.
3.1 The Agent ModelAn agent C is a 6-tuple fIB; G; f; L; KP; }g where:� IB are the agent beliefs (onerning also the beliefsabout the possible normative agents);� G is the set of private goals of C;� f is the utility funtion of C (a funtion from statesto real numbers); it is used to evaluate the outomesof C's ations. f applies to states expressed as sets ofground prediates (impliitly onjoined). It embodiesa de�nition of the basi desirability degrees of eahprediate and a ombination funtion used to obtainthe overall evaluation of the state.� L is a set of tuples representing the obligations knownby C of whih he is the bearer (see next Setion).6� KP is the set of plan reipes whih C knows. The planreipes are de�ned below.� } is a planner able to selet the plans that may be pos-sibly be exeuted by an agent (the agent's andidateplans) in any situation.KP is a rather standard set of plan reipes (see, for exam-ple, [10℄). However, in order to simplify the evaluation ofthe foreseen utility of a plan, we have assumed that eahplan built out of the reipes is a two-level plan. At the�rst level, there are omplex ations, whih involve a de-omposition into simple ations (whih appear at the seondlevel). The simple ations annot be deomposed further.7So, KP is a pair < CAt, BAt >. CAt is a set of Com-plex Ation shemata, eah of whih is a 5-tuple CAtSh =fAtA; AtV; AtP; AtB; AtEg,8 where:� AtA are the Ation Arguments,� AtV are the Ation loal Variables,� AtP are the Ation Preonditions,� AtB is the Ation Body, i.e. is a sequene of elementsBAi 2 BAt.� AtE are the Ation E�ets: they are onditioned tothe preonditions AtP, so that di�erent outomes (withdi�erent probabilities) may derive from the exeutionof the ation in di�erent situations (a detailed de�ni-tion of ation shemata appears in [4℄).6For the sake of brevity, here we limit ourselves to one nor-mative agent.7Atually, a plan may be omposed of a single simple ation.8In this paper, we do not onsider the possibility of an ab-stration hierarhy among ations. But see [2℄.

In turn, eah element of BAt is a 5-tuple BAtSh =fAtA; AtV; AtP; Pro; AtEg, i.e. a Basi Ationshema, whih is a shema where the body (deomposition)is replaed with an exeutable proedure (for instane toativate a sensing ation, or to exeute a transation on adata base). They represent exeutable ations.Sine f onsiders the set of prediates, eah of whih is as-soiated with a value (desirability degree), and, by meansof a ombination funtion, produes the overall desirabilityof a state on the basis of its desription, it is lear that justthe ations inluding e�ets that involve some prediates ap-pearing in f an a�et the evaluation of the state resultingfrom the exeution of the ation. So, just these prediatesan provide an utility for the agent; the prediate may af-fet the utility of the resulting state in a positive or negativeway; in partiular, negative utilities are used for represent-ing the osts of exeuting the ation in terms of time andresoure onsumption.In the following, we introdue situated agents. An agent,as de�ned above, inludes general beliefs about the world,about what is good in it, and about what an be done init. Now, what is needed is knowledge about the partiularontext where the agent has to move in a spei� situation.A situated agent SA is a 5-tuple SA = fA; S; CG; CP; CIgwhere:� A is an agent, i.e. a tuple fIB; G; f; L; KP; }g, asde�ned above,� S is a set of beliefs about the urrent situation (i.e., astate),� CG is a set of Current Goals, i.e. prediates to be pos-sibly made true via an ation exeutable in the urrentsituation,� CP is the set of andidate plans produed by the plan-ner } in the situation S (that is, CP is a set of potentialintentions in the sense of [24℄),� CI is the Current Intention to exeute a plan (a newlyplanned plan or the remaining part of the previouspart).We do not aim at providing a formal spei�ation of anintention, but it may be observed that one of its main prop-erties (aording to [16℄), i.e. the persisteny of intentions,is ahieved from a omputational point of view by making }take always into aount the urrent intention (i.e. the pre-viously hosen plan). In fat, } ontinuously tries to expandor update the urrent plan, unless new information makesit believe that the intended goal has already been ahieved,or it is not worth being ahieved any more. Notie that thepresene of utilities an lead } to believe that a di�erent (to-tally new) plan an enable the agent to reah higher utility.So, the previous plan is disarded.Sine the planning framework has been desribed elsewhere([5℄, [4℄), in this paper we fous on the riteria for the se-letion of the ations to exeute in the urrent situation. Inthe same way we do not present here the agent arhiteturefor the reative exeution of plans desribed in those papers.



In [5℄, a hierarhial deision theoreti planner is employedwhih is inspired to [25℄.9 In [7℄ we desribe how the plannerdeals with obligations.The planner takes as input goals onsisting in states or a-tions: in ase the goal is a state, it is onsidered as a stateto be ahieved, so that } must �nd all ations whih anontribute to ahieving the state; in ase the goal is an a-tion, } assumes that it is a omplex ation whih needs tobe exeuted, so that its (easier) task is to �nd all possibledeompositions of (i.e. ways to arry out) the task. Thelatter ativity is alled refinement of the ation.In ase no obligations exist (L is empty), the set CP is pro-dued by } starting from the initial state S, and inspetingtheKP to �nd all the reipes of ations whih have as amongtheir e�ets a prediate in CG and the reipes whih refer to(expand) an ation in CG. Then, on the basis of f , the pos-sible alternatives are examined and the best one (P ), whihbeomes the urrent intention of the agent, is hosen.The best plan is the one whih maximizes the expeted util-ity: P =MaxfPi2CPgf(Pi(S))where Pi(S) is the state resulting from the exeution of theplan Pi in the state S.In [5℄, we have shown that in a multi-agent ontext, it isnot suÆient to take into aount the resulting state Pi(S),but it is also neessary to onsider the possible subsequentbehavior of the other agents starting from Pi(S). For in-stane, in a ooperative setting, it may happen that a statevery positive for the agent endanger the ativity of the part-ners, so that the overall (group) goal is harder to ahieve.Our solution has been to base the evaluation not on Pi(S),but on the states ahievable from the partners starting fromPi(S) (a kind of one-level lookahead in the spirit of min-maxsearh).In the next Setion, we aim at showing that the same ap-proah an be adopted to handle obligations, where thepartner, in this ase, is not a generi member of a group,but he is the agent in harge of heking that obligations arerespeted.
3.2 Formal Definition of ObligationsIn the L omponent of an agent, an obligation 
 is repre-sented as a 4-tuple fO; B; N; Rg where:� O is the ontent of the obligation, i.e., the state oration goal whih N wants to be adopted by B,� B is an agent who is alled the bearer of the obligation,� N is an agent alled the normative agent,9In [5℄, the planner prunes suboptimal plans during the re-�nement of non-primitive plans: therefore, the number ofplans onsidered in CP is smaller than the set of possibleprimitive plans for ahieving the set of goals.

� R is an ation (alled santion) whih N will presum-ably bring about in ase he detets a violation of theobligation.The ontent of the obligation 
, O, is not neessarily a state(e.g., \the font of the submitted paper should be ourier"),but it an be also an ation where C is the agent (e.g., \theauthor should send a signed opyright form") or not (e.g.,\your hildren should go to shool"). Finally, it an be thepresription of not exeuting an ation: \you should notsend the submitted paper to other onferenes".It must be observed that in our multi-agent framework thebehavior of the partners of an agent C is inuened by theations of C, just insofar the e�ets of his ations an be no-tied by the partners. In other words, any ation an havea side-e�et on the partners' behavior just in ase they areable to detet that something relevant for them has hap-pened. This means that when C arries out his `lookahead'he must start not from P (S) (the resulting state how C seesit), but from P (S0), i.e. from the state S0 that (aordingto C's knowledge) his partners will see.This is partiularly relevant in the ase of obligations. Infat, the N ounterparty of an agent C who is the bearerof an obligation annot be assumed to beome immediatelyaquainted with the (possible) violation of the obligation.Aording to C's knowledge, there is some probability thatthis happens: in fat C is assumed to know that N has someations available to hek the ful�llment of O, that theseations may fail, and that just in ase of their suess, Nwill onsider (not neessarily deide) to apply the santion.Finally, any agent knows that any ation may fail; also theation of applying the santion may fail. So, even if theviolation has been deteted, and N has deided to applythe santion (whih he may not, in ase the ost of applyingit is greater than the gained utility), the santioning ationmay fail. C must (or, at least, we laim that rational agentsdo) weigh all of these possibilities when he hooses the bestway of ating.
3.3 The Behavior of the Normative AgentIn general, the santion is an ation of the normative agent(e.g. hek out the driver liense of the violator of a norm),but it an also involve an ation to be exeuted by the bearer.For instane, the santion ould be:`Request(N,C,Pay(C,Money,State))'It is up to the normative agent, however, to issue the re-quest, i.e. to ommuniate to C the ontent of the request.Notie also that the (suesful) exeution of a request in aformal ontext has the e�et to make true another obligation(\you must pay the sum of money to the state"). Therefore,the santioning of a violation results in the fat that a newobligation arises, whih is treated again in the same way inthe ourse of C's reasoning.Aording to the model outlined above, the bearer C shouldforesee the possible reations of N . As we have seen, theremust our some sensing ation enabling N to detet the vi-



olation. If C assumes that this ation sueeded, and so thatN knows that a violation ourred, he must try to imaginewhih ation N will do next. Although the santioning a-tion is a possibility, C should take into aount that N hasto balane it against other alternatives. So, C must reasonabout the motivations of N for exeuting the santion.As for any other ation, there are two fators that ontributeto ation hoie.First, sine N is an agent, his model inludes a utility fun-tion. So, if the prediates appearing in the e�ets of thesantion have a positive desirability degree for N , then Nan selet the santion as his preferred ation. This wouldmean that N an gain an advantage if the violation of thenorm is santioned.10But it is also possible that the santion does not provide Nwith any personal utility. For instane, there is no utilityfor a polieman to santion the breaking of a norm. In thisase, the exeution of R by N may be due to the existene ofanother norm, where the polieman ats as C and the loaladministration ats as N . In other words, it is a duty ofthe polieman to santion a driver who parked outside theallowed areas: this is a duty established by the administra-tion for whih the polieman works and a santion shouldbe applied to the polieman in ase he does not respet thenorm.The need of having some knowledge about the normativeagent's utility funtion and goals is a strong requirement.However, some defaults an be applied. So that a set ofde�nitions for the `standard polieman', or the `standardprogram ommittee' an be used. But in some ases, moredetailed user models an be available as the `polieman Imeet everyday in front of my oÆe', or the `program om-mittee of a prestigious workshop'.
3.4 The Deliberate Normative Agent ModelIf L (the set of obligations) is not empty, then the planningphase and the seletion proess of the best alternative mustbe modi�ed for two reasons:� besides the built-in goals of the agent, there are othergoals that must be examined (even if not neessarilysatis�ed): C should examine whether to satisfy theO omponent in the obligations in L (for the sake ofbrevity, only one obligation will be assumed in the fol-lowing).� the agent knows that the world resulting after his a-tion is then modi�ed by the reation of the normativeagent: the expeted utility must be evaluated after thereation (if there is one).The �rst modi�ation is that the planning phase must begiven as input not only the goals in CG together with the10The advantage gained by santioning should be justi�edby a more sophistiated form of reasoning: the normativeagent has posed the norm for ahieving a state, e.g., thatthe taxes are paid by everyone; suh a state is useful for heror for the ommunity: the respet of the norm provides anindiret utility sine it is a means for ahieving the desiredstate.

urrent intentions CI, but also a di�erent alternative CG0whih onsists in the union of CG [ CI together with thegoal(s) O of the obligation(s) in L.11As we said in Setion 3.1, the planner takes in input bothstate and ation goals. The di�erene is that in ase of state-goals, the ations whih an ahieve the goal are seletedand passed as the real input of the planner; on the otherhand, in ase of ation goals, these are added diretly tothe plans identi�ed for satisfying the goals in CG. Instead,in ase of negations of ations, we have hosen a di�erentstrategy: if an ation whih is forbidden by the obligation isinserted in a plan (while planning how to ahieve goals fromCG0) during the planning phase it is aneled from the plan,leaving a possibly inomplete plan whose (in)utility will beomputed at the end of the planning proess (remember thatthe elimination of steps ours only in the plans derivingfrom CG0, so that a opy of the omplete plan is examinedby the planner anyway).The resulting CP will be the union of the results of planninga solution for CG and then CG0.The seond modi�ation onerns the seletion of the planto be exeuted among the P in CP . It is not suÆientto onsider the utility of the resulting state P (S) sine thereation of the normative agent N must be simulated �rst.N is modeled as an agent fIB0; G0; f 0; L0; KP 0; }g,the santioning proedure R of 
 in L is a goal of N in G0(together with other goals known by C), f is the (presumed)utility funtion, O0 may be empty. N may have the sameknowledge KP 0 about plans as C or not.N is situated by reating fN; S00; CG0; CP 0; CI 0g. GivenS0, the initial state from N 's point of view (aording to C'sbeliefs S): the set of intentions CI 0 must be reated by N(in C's simulation) by planning how to ahieve the goals G0not from state S0, but from the state S00P whih follows theexeution of eah plan P in the set of andidate plans CP .We will all S00P the state onerning what N believes abouta state P (S): only the e�ets of the plan P whih a�et N 'sbeliefs (aording to the de�nition of P in the knowledgebase KP ) are onsidered. State S00P is reated by propagat-ing from S0 those propositions whih are not a�eted (in N 'sbeliefs) by the plan P .12Therefore, for eah plan P in the set of andidate plans CP ,given the situated agentffS00P , G0, f 0, L, KP 0; }g; S00; CG0; CP 0; CI 0g, the setof urrent intentions CI 0 is produed by means of the plan-ner }, with inputs S00P and CG0 (the set of urrent goals).11The union of G with the set of the powerset of the O in Lin the general ase.12Note that we assume that C and N have the same knowl-edge about the very initial situation. This is learly a sim-pli�ation sine the topi of belief revision in a multi-agentsetting is not the fous of the artile. For a more sophis-tiated framework for reasoning about other agents' beliefhange see [26℄.



By applying the formula:CI 0 = P bestP =MaxfP 0P2CP 0P gf 0(P 0P (S00P ))the reation of N in eah situation P (S) is omputed:P bestP (P (S)) will be the real outome of plan P of C, that is,the state ontaining the possible santion for his behavior(reall that the di�erent P s in the set of andidate plans CPare plans whih may or may not ful�ll the obligation of Ctogether with ahieving his own goals).As we said in Setion 3.1, N will selet a plan P for san-tioning C only if it is rational for him to do so (P has agreater utility for him than other options).C will selet the plan P best in the set of andidate plans CPsuh that: P best =MaxfP2CPgf(P bestP (P (S)))where P bestP is the plan seleted by N when C exeutes P(note that the plan P is exeuted from state S instead ofS00P , sine S is C's point of view).A further modi�ation is needed when ations may havenon-deterministi outomes. In this ase, P (S) is a set ofstates with assoiated probabilities.When N plans her reation, she will be in a spei� stateof P (S) (sine C will have already exeuted the ation hehose). Therefore, C has to simulate N 's reation in eahof these states. In this situation, P bestP will be a set of(state, probability, plan) tuples (the probability is the oneof the state in P (S) from whih the assoiated plan hasbeen planned); the above formula must be modi�ed in:13P best =MaxfP2CPg X(Si;p;PN )2P bestP p � f(PN(Si))Note that the desribed framework does not model the fatthat N , as the modeled agent C does, may examine thefuture reations of other agents. It is possible to extendthe theoreti model and the orresponding implementationby allowing a further level of reursion (C onsiders that Nonsiders the subsequent reation of C or some other agent).But, as notied also by [22℄, reursion must be bloked some-where sine the resoures of the planning agent are limited.A possible appliation of a further level of reursion is themodeling of nested obligations.As an example, take the obligation of a polieman disussedin Setion 3.That situation would be modeled by means of an obligation
1, where the bearer is our agent and N is the polieman;O would be not to park and R the ation of heking and13For the details of the planning algorithm see [4℄.

santioning C; R is inluded in the KP 0 of N .14 In turn, Nis modeled as an agent where L0 inludes the obligation 
2.The normative agent of N is the administration, and O0 is
1; R0 would be a suitable ation of the administration forheking the polieman and santioning him.
4. WHY TO FULFILL AN OBLIGATIONThe bearer of an obligation has to deide whether to (tryto) ful�ll the obligation: that is, he has to deide whetherit is worth adopting a plan in CP whih derives from theplanning of the goals G [CI [ fOg. As desribed above, hewill selet P best aording to the utility of the state follow-ing the reation of the partner; in this way, no diret utilityis (in general) ahieved from the ful�llment of the obliga-tion (rather, he would get just osts), but a state wherethe obligation is ful�lled may have a greater utility for theagent, due to the santion e�et. Therefore, he will possiblyhoose the plan whih also inludes the ful�llment obliga-tion. This deision, however, is a trade o� between the ost(in terms of time or resoures onsumed) of doing somethingfor ahieving the obligation (plus the ost of postponing hisown goals), and the e�et of the reation of the normativeagent.The trade o� of osts and santions is only one of the fatorswhih an lead an agent not to do anything for the obliga-tion. As appears in the de�nition, the normative agent hasto hek whether the obligation has been ful�lled before ap-plying the santion. But, heking the ful�llment and ap-plying the santion have a ost for her, so she may deidenot to do anything.15 Finally, the ation of heking theful�llment may fail with a ertain probability. In this ase,the derease in the �nal utility due to the santion mustbe weighed aording of the probability of suess of thenormative agent (if she fails to disover the violations, sheannot apply the santion).The last observation opens the way to a di�erent possibleway for avoiding the santion while not respeting the obli-gation: the bearer of the obligation may do something formisleading the normative agent in his task of heking theful�llment of the obligation or for making the santion im-possible to be applied.In other words, the bearer C an make the normative agentN believe that he has ful�lled the obligation or that he isnot liable.As notied by [12℄ it is not suÆient that an obligation isful�lled only in a subjetive manner (as, e.g., [21℄ proposes).That is, the satisfation of an obligation is not de�ned interms of what N believes. He noties, in fat, that thenormative agent ould disover the violation later or a thirdparty may be aware of the violation.In fat, in our agent model, the aknowledgement that anobligation is ful�lled depends on the the beliefs of C thatspeify whether it is ful�lled in the real world (aording toC's belief spae) and in the beliefs of the normative agent N .14In this situation, the defender of the obligation is di�erentfrom the sovereign who issued it, in [17℄'s terminology.15For a publi administration, heking �sal evasion hassometimes a ost whih does not over the returns gainedfrom the payment of monetary santions.



So it is possible that C believes that O has not been ful�lled,and, at the same time, that he believes that N does not (orwill not or annot) realize that fat, or, vieversa, that hebelieves that O has in fat been ful�lled but that N ouldfail to realize that. Finally, C may believe that he ful�lledthe obligation, while it is not atually the ase.Our de�nition does not give suh a subjetive notion of sat-isfation: we are just pointing out that an agent has thisopportunity if there is no third party or the normative agenthas no other way of subsequently heking the ful�llment.Symmetrially, ifN is not aware that the obligation has beenful�lled, she may apply the santion anyway; therefore, thebearer, besides ful�lling the obligation (from the objetivepoint of view), has to make the normative agent aware ofthis fat.For what onerns the �rst issue, assume that, in the exam-ple of Setion 2, the SmartAgents2000 PC agent has onlyone way for heking the obligations of authors: she sendsthe title of the submitted papers to other onferenes andreeives a response from them. The maliious author mayhave a plan for submitting artiles whih ensures that eahsubmission has a slightly di�erent title. In this way, he willnot be santioned sine the PC agent will fail (perhaps witha ertain probability) to detet the multiple submission.16In summary, there are various motivations for an agent todeide not to ful�ll an obligation 
:1. The agent has adopted the obligation but he annotdo anything for it (i.e., he has no feasible plan in KB).2. The possible plans whih inlude some ations for ful-�lling 
 ahieve a lower utility than some other plan(due to the ost of ful�lling the obligation). In par-tiular, this may happen if some of the ations do notensure that the normative agent beomes aware of theful�llment so that she will probably apply the san-tion anyway (dereasing furthermore the utility of theplan).3. There is some plan whih does not ful�ll the obliga-tion but whih indues the normative agent to believeotherwise.4. There is some plan whih does not ful�ll the obligationbut whih make the santion impossible to be applied.5. The bearer of the obligation an bribe the normativeagent so that he does not apply the santion.Obligations have been disussed in the �eld of multi-agentsystems mostly in order to build agents whih respet a er-tain behavior. Hene, the analysis of the possible deviationsfrom the norm seems at �rst sight misleading. Instead, thereare a number of reasons for the present work. First of all,16A further interesting problem to analyse is how to devisethese misleading plans: note that they an be built only byinluding in the de�nition of norms the knowledge abouthow the normative agent arries out heking.

obligations must be distinguished from other propositionalattitudes as goals and intentions. If the only possible devi-ation were of kind 1 an obligation would be similar to anintention (as happens, e.g., in [20℄). Seond, as [27℄ noties,there ould be ases of \wrong" obligations whih the agentdesigner would like to avoid [9℄.But, most importantly, possible deviations should be anal-ysed in order to let agents reason about the behavior of otheragents (and human users), whih are not neessarily built torespet obligations. In partiular, in some domains, agentsmust be able to judge whether the other ones are trustedand maintain obligations onerning seurity and privay(see [15℄).If agents who respet (if they an) obligations are needed,there are some ways to enfore the ful�llment of norms:� The ontent of a ertain obligation 
 an our also asa preferene of the agent: in this way, when adopted, itbeomes similar to an intention (reinfored by the pos-sible santion): the agent diretly ahieves an utilityfrom the satisfation of the obliged state (the ontentof the obligation is a value for the agent.)� The agent may have the preferene not to mislead thenormative agent: the former agent does not do any-thing to indue false beliefs in the normative agent,e.g., that the obligation is ful�lled when it is not thease.In this way, the agent does not exploit the possibilitydesribed at point 3 and 4 above.� The agent has some soial goal whih makes him notprefer situations where he is liable (for example be-ause he does not want that other agents derease thetrust they have on him).
5. DISCUSSIONFor what onerns the lassi�ation of norm-abiding systemsproposed in [17℄, our framework is lassi�able as with built-in obligations. In fat:� reliability: the agent is not as reliable as in a modelwhere norms are treated as onstraints, but the goalsderiving from norms are more persistent than standardones, sine the santion is omputed in the evaluationof the agent's utility. On the other hand, the autonomyof the agent is inreased.� learning: due to the delarative representation of norms,they an be aquired and disharged while the systemis on-line.� novelty: both presriptions and prohibitions may bethe ontent of norms.� repair: sine norms are treated as any other goals,they are subjet to the standard (reative) planningproess.� soial ontrol: that is, the bearer agents should be in-terested on the monitoring of the respet of the normsthey follow; The ability of reasoning about what otheragents do is a neessary preondition for enabling so-ial ontrol.



As we show in [6℄, in our model obligations an arise even ifnot expliitly stated, but as a result of ommon knowledgeand soial goals. In that work, obligations arise as a resultof speeh ats as requests and questions in non-ooperativeontexts. In order not to o�end the requester (a soial goal),the requestee is led to adopt the requested goal if it is easy toaomplish (say, showing understanding or telling the time).Speeh ats are modeled as having the standard illoution-ary e�et (e.g., making mutually believed believed the il-loutive purpose) in both ooperative and non-ooperativesituations. The illoutionary e�ets of speeh ats make mu-tually known between the speaker A and the addressee Bthat A wants G to be adopted by B (e.g., G = Inform(B, A,time)). Moreover, it is mutually known that refusing `sim-ple' requests may be o�ensive for the requester: the o�enseof the requester plays the role of the santion if B has thesoial goal not to o�end anyone (i.e., he prefers states whereA is not o�ended, other things being equal). Moreover, theo�ended agent may express publi protest and reeive thesupport and onsent of the ommunity. The santion R,from A's point of view orresponds to the ation of inter-preting and evaluating negatively the reply of B. [29℄ showhow the interpretation proess an a�et not only the beliefsbut also the attitudes of speakers.Reall that, as stated in Setion 3.4, the bearer of the obli-gation ompares both the plans whih do something for therequester and those where he goes on with his ativity with-out hanging his behavior. Therefore, after a request the ad-dressee ompares the result of replying to the partner withthe result of ignoring him.The strit relation between respeting obligations and otherbehaviors like ful�lling requests has been highlighted by [17℄:Norms, in other words, are but a speial aseof a general soial law: in order for autonomousagents to aept others' requests (inluding nor-mative ones) they ought to �nd some onvenienefor doing so. That suh a onveniene oinidesor not with the request's reasons and objetivesis irrelevant.
6. RELATED WORKSine [33℄ deonti logi has been proposed as a formalism forreasoning about obligations, normative onepts and what\should be" (or happen) in the world. The main assumptionin most proposals is that the verbs as \ought", \should" anbe modeled in the same way as other modalities as neessityor belief by means of a possible world framework. Modalsoperators as O have been introdued in order to expressformulas as Op whih are true in a world w if the propositionp is true in a world in all the `ideal' (possible) worlds whihare aessible from w. The ideal worlds represent how thereality should be aording to some normative system orpreferenes.However, the aim of deonti logi is di�erent from the wayobligations are used in agent theories: the main goal of theformer is to examine how obligations follow from eah otherand whih are the paradoxes of deonti reasoning (see [32℄).In ontrast, agent theories aim more at examining the re-lationship between intentions and obligations, i.e. how the

agents deide or not to ful�ll an obligation. In our work,this inludes reasoning about the appliation of santionsand, also, about how to avoid them.While deonti logi has devoted attention to the possibil-ity of violating norms, less attention has been addressed tothe role of santions, even if in one of the �rst works aboutobligations, [1℄, they are redued to the alethi modality ofneessity via the idea of the ourrene of a santion s:17Op � NEC(:p � s)Moreover, one of the main goals of agent theories is to modelwhy agents follow or violate norms and when it is rationalto do so; in deonti logi terms, we do not want the T ax-iom (Op � p, whih holds for the neessity and knowledgeoperators).In reent works on deonti logi, the importane of takinginto aount santions has been expliitly reognized:The threat of punishment might be taken intoaount when the agent designer onsiders build-ing into his agent the apability of adhering [toobligations℄. [ : : : ℄ When a rule is violated, andthe violation is deteted, a santioning at (or anat of reovery) is e�etuated.18In [19℄, deonti logi is applied in an agent framework fordealing with norms and onventions. This work expliitlymodels santions onsequent to violations and relates theful�llment of obligations to preferenes.Moreover, reent works as [11℄ have addressed interestingissues in a deonti logi framework as the management ofnorms in ase of olletive ageny.For what onerns agent theories, the notion of obligationhas been exploited for the goal of direting the behaviorof agents; as an example, in [30℄ (as well as in similar ap-proahes) there is a di�erent view of obligations, as [27℄ hasnotied: in [30℄ obligations are used for regimenting agents,that is, for assuring that they will behave in a ertain way.Beause of this goal, the ations of the agent repertoire areonstrained by the norms and the axiom T is adopted formodeling obligations, and obligations are onstrained to beonsistent. In a similar way, [8℄ proposes to onstrain theevaluation module for enforing norms.On the ontrary, our approah leans towards another viewof obligations whih is inspired to [18℄, where obligationsan be violated, normative agents an be deeived in orderto avoid santions, and the ful�llment is motivated by someinstrumental relation with some goal or preferene. Themain di�erene with [18℄ is in the role given to the reursivemodeling of the normative agent, a di�erene whih is moreapparent in [14℄ where an implementation with the DESIREagent arhiteture is proposed. In our work too, obligations17s should be better de�ned as liability sine a santion doesnot neessarily ours, as notied by [34℄.18[27℄, p. 163.



lead to goal adoption; but here, those goals beomes inten-tions only after the evaluation of the e�ets of the agent'salternatives, obtained via the reursive modeling of the re-ation of the normative agent.On the other hand, with respet to [18℄ we do not onsiderhere the problem of aepting a norm as suh.
7. CONCLUSIONOur proposal onstitutes a step forward in the understand-ing of deonti reasoning in that we inlude in the deisionproess the predition of the normative agent's autonomousbehavior. This is the basis not only for disovering when itdoes not worth to ful�ll an obligation, but also for enablingagents to reason about how to deeive the normative agent.Prediting the possible failures and deeits of obligations isfundamental for building agent ommunities regulated bynorms.Finally, we used the reasoning proess involving the predi-tion of the behavior of other agents for modeling ooperationamong agents ([5℄) and for modeling dialog ([6℄); this formof reasoning is beoming a widespread methodology in themulti-agent �eld, as works like [22℄ witness.In [7℄, the details and limitations of the planning proess un-derlying this framework are disussed, while the phenomenonof deeits for avoiding the ful�llment of obligation is thetopi of the ongoing work.
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